Advanced Solution for
Body Contouring & Skin Rejuvenation
The NEW SPADEEP non-invasive platform utilizes radiofrequency induced
thermal energy for face and body contouring, skin tightening and
rejuvenation. SPADEEP advanced innovative solution features:
· Dual applicator connectors enabling ultimate flexibility for practitioner’s
convenience
· Next generation 4 levels depth control, offering multiple treatment depths
· 7’’ color screen with an intuitive, user friendly graphical user interface (GIU)
· Pre-set treatment protocols for various treatment indications
· Ergonomic applicator tips, easy to use and operate for enhanced results
And more…

Innovative Technologies,
Enhanced Results
SPADEEP utilizes Alma's advanced technologies
and patient-centric approach to achieve optimal
clinical results.
AlmaWave 40.68MHz Technology

Massager Applicator

The unique 40.68MHz frequency facilitates
deep, homogenous heating for visible,
40.68
long lasting results. The mechanism of
RF induced deep effective tissue heating
termed Dielectric Heating - is generation
of heat by friction through rapid rotation
of water molecules.
The Volumetric Heating within the skin, targets dermal collagen
and stimulates the formation of new collagen (neocollagenesis),
improving thickness and skin texture.

This mechanical add-on is designed to mechanically massage
the treated area, while facilitating lymphatic drainage during
the RF treatment, improving the appearance of cellulite.

Ergonomic Tip

TEC

Applicators feature an ergonomic tip design, allowing
optimal matching and maximizing the delivery of energy.

Thermoelectric Cooling technology enables the delivery
of RF energy deep into the skin, without causing patient
bruising or discomfort.

MHz

UniPolar
Patented Alma UniPolar technology allows for effective
and safe heating at various skin depths. It operates via a
single electrode, delivering concentrated RF energy that
reaches into the deeper layers of the skin without causing
patient discomfort.

Depth Control NEW
Next-generation Depth Control offers four levels of treatment, enabling practitioners practitioners optimal targeting
of the treatment area by shifting between superficial heating of the epidermis and deep heating of the dermis and
subcutaneous fat. Combining treatment depths offers customization of protocols according to clinical indication,
treatment area, skin type and texture for enhanced results.

Multiple Applicators
SPADEEP applicators’ variety offers practitioners ultimate freedom and flexibility,
adjusting treatments to suit a wide range of skin types, treatment areas and clinical indications.
COLIBRI:

NEW - Unipolar RF-based technology for production of Microplasma sparks,
delivering energy via a specially shaped tip that creates controlled microablation. These micro perforations induce a wound healing response which
induces visible improvement in skin texture leaving it smoother. The applicator
targets hard to reach and hard to treat anatomical areas such as periorbital and
perioral, focusing on saggy and lax excess skin.

UNIBODY (Patented Technology):
Combines high energy UniPolar RF technology with a rotative applicator
designed for delivering deep heating coupled with mechanical massaging
forces. UniBody induces deep tissue heating and vasodilation which increase
adipose oxidation and turnover to improve the appearance of cellulite.

UNIFACE:
A UniPolar RF applicator combined with a rotative massager designed
especially for facial skin tightening treatments.

UNILARGE:
Uses UniPolar RF energy to stimulate the formation of new dermal collagen.
This applicator is equipped with an infra red thermometer.

COAXIPOLAR:
A BiPolar applicator creating local, superficial heating in delicate areas with
real-time monitoring of skin temperature by an infra red thermometer.

MICROPLASMA:
Microplasma sparks technology for skin rejuvenation by combining ablative
and thermal effects.

Product Specifications
• 7" color screen screen, with an intuitive, user friendly
graphical user interface (GUI)
• Improved cooling system
• Dual applicator connection hubs, to shorten set-up
time and enable an easy shift between applicators
during treatment

• Pre-set treatment plans, offering easy quick
parameter setting for various clinical indications
• UNILARGE and COAXIPOLAR applicators, equipped
with built-in Infrared thermometers for real-time
temperature monitoring

Multiple Clinical Indications
SPADEEP goes deep to treat numerous clinical indications to achieve remarkable,
visible results.
Face & Body Contouring

Skin Tightening

SPADEEP effectively improves texture and contour of
various areas of the face and body.

Significant improvement of age-related skin imperfections,
including wrinkles, fine lines, uneven skin tone and laxity.

Cellulite

Skin Resurfacing & Skin Rejuvenation

A combination of RF energy and mechanical massage
reduces fat cell volume, stimulates lymphatic drainage,
resulting in visible smooth looking skin.

Focused Microplasma RF technology effectively smooths
uneven coarse skin texture and stretch marks as well as
targeting uneven skin tone and pigmentation.

Benefits
Depth Control

Patient Comfort

Focused treatment at multiple depths allows for
greater treatment control and better results, while
keeping surrounding tissue unharmed.

Gradual heating and an integrated cooling system
designed to support patient comfort throughout
the treatment.

Safe and Effective

No Downtime

Safe and effective for all skin types, including thin skin
and delicate areas of the face, neck and décolleté.

Patients may resume normal activities immediately
following treatment.

Ultimate Flexibility
Optimal flexibility enables matching of applicators,
protocol and treatment depth to each patient and
treatment area offering optimal results.
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